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Fill in your contact information
here.

The questionnaire consists of three sheets.

A summary of what this survey is
about.



Questionnaire service and medical robots
- by application

Enter your sold units for the years
2022 and 2023 and the number of
robots you offered for RaaS

Description of
service robot
application

classes



No suitable class found?

No suitable class found?
Put it in "other".

You offer robots for applications not explicitly mentioned here?
We may add more classes in the future but this only makes sense if there are sufficient robot suppliers in 
this class. Spread the word among your peers and rivals and encourage them to report!

If you have questions, 
comments or suggestions, 
contact us at 
statistics@ifr.org

Interested in representing
your company in the global 
industry association?
Contact IFR secretariat at 
secretariat@ifr.org



RaaS fleetUnit sales

Number of robots offered for Robot-
as-a-Service business models. RaaS 

are all types of business models 
where the property of the robot 
hardware remains at the robot 

supplier.

Number of units robots. Sales means 
the property of the robot hardware is 

transferred to the customer.

2023202220232022DescriptionType

0000Robots that move or stand on the groundGround-basedA

Rolling on wheels or chainsRollingA1

Walking on legsWalkingA2

Immobile, cannot change physical location by itself, standing on the 
gound, desk or other fixed place, also hanging

Fixed in placeA3

Gound-based but none of the above (A1-A3), e.g. crawling, snakeing, 
climbing

Other ground-basedA4

0000Robots that swim or diveWater-basedB

Swim on the surface of the water, Note: If the robot can both swim and 
dive, it is counted as diving (B2)

SwimmingB1

Dive under the surface of the waterDivingB2

0000Robots that move through the airAerialC

Fly in the airFlyC1

Hover above groundHoverC2

0000Robots that are worn by peopleWearablesD

Powered human exoskeletonsExoskeletonsD1

Wearable robots other than D1Other wearablesD2

0000Robots that are not A-DOthersE

Robots that do not fit into classes A-D, e.g. robots for orbital space
Robots that fit into multiple classes, e.g. hybrid robots for water and 
ground or air

Other robotsE1

Questionnaire service and medical robots
- by type of movement
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Enter your sold units for the years
2022 and 2023 and the number of
robots you offered for RaaS

Description of
service robot
movement

types

Type of movement does not distinguish between service
robots for consumer and professional use.



That's it!

Save and mail to aj@ifr.org and you're eligible to receive the results for free!*
*If your report is complete and consistent.

We're always looking for case studies that show how service robots improve our lives. Have an 
interesting story? Contact us to put it on www.ifr.org.

We're also looking for robot pictures to use in our presentations and publications, including World 
Robotics Service Robots. Attach your footage (and the permission form) when you send us your data!

Want to see your robot on the World Robotics Service Robots cover?
Contact us to talk about sponsoring opportunities!

Submission


